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MEMORANDUM 
 

To: M.S.A.D. No. 75 Community 
From: Daniel A Chuhta, Assistant Superintendent, on behalf of the Calendar Committee 
Date: Friday, December 15, 2017 
RE: 17-18 Calendar Amendments for October School Closure Days 
 
As you are aware, the District was closed from October 30 through November 3 due to power outages and 
unsafe road conditions caused by a wind storm that occurred early that week.  The 17-18 Calendar Committee 
convened on November 30th to strategize ways to make up those days.  This was a complex challenge as the 
Committee took into consideration: 

• The impact on instructional time 
• The impact on professional development (PD) time 
• Limiting the extension of the school year further and further into June 

 
Keeping in mind State regulations, negotiated agreements, and the potential impacts on both families and staff, 
the Committee considered many options, but concluded with six that were the most feasible.  Then, the six 
options were presented to families and staff in the form of a survey.  Through the survey, 1248 respondents 
(339 staff members, 909 family members) indicated the degree to which each option would have an impact on 
them.  Thank you for your input! 
 
After considering the survey results as well as the internal practicalities of the options, the following five 
changes were proposed to the Board: 

1. Cancel five late-starts on the first week of the month, January through May (we will need to make up 
professional development time) (1/3, 2/7, 3/7, 4/4, 5/2) 

2. Thrs, 3/15 becomes a full day for all students, and Fri, 3/16, becomes a half day for students K-12 (we 
will have to make up K-8 teacher compensation time, and some HS teacher professional development 
time) 

3. Fri, 4/13, becomes a half day for students K-12 (we will need to make up some professional 
development time) 

4. Tue, 5/29 becomes a regular school day (we will need to make up professional development time) 
5. Fri, 6/15, becomes a regular school day 

 
Last night, the Board adopted these changes. 
 
Please see the attached, ammended version of the calendar.  With these changes in place, we will strategize to 
make up lost professional development time, and plan to ensure that we are making the most of shorter school 
days in March and April.   
 
Finally, because of the snow day Tuesday, our last day of the year is currently scheduled for Monday, June 18. 
 
Thanks in advance for your flexibility and understanding! 


